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1. Introduction. The principal problem in the theory of linear algebras is

that of the determination of all normal division algebras (of order n2, degree

n) over a field F. The most important special case of this problem is the case

where F is an algebraic number field of finite degree. It is already known that

for » = 2 (Dickson (1)), n = 3 (Wedderburn (1)), « = 4 (Albert (2)) all such

algebras are cyclic, t We shall prove here a principal theorem on algebras over

algebraic number fields:

Every normal division algebra over an algebraic number field of finite degree

is a cyclic iDickson) algebra.

2. The history of our proof. It has been recognized for some time that the

proof of the above theorem would require arithmetic-algebraic considerations

rather than those purely algebraic. Albert (1) attempted to give such a

treatment for the case »=4. Albert (2) later used the ^-adic arithmetic the-

orems of Hasse (1) on quadratic null forms and completed the case »=4.

In his paper on ^>-adic division algebras Hasse (2) began his treatment of

the proof of the principal theorem. He proved that every normal division

algebra over a /»-adic number field Fp (a p-a.dic extension of F) is a cyclic

algebra.

Hasse (3) next treated cyclic normal simple algebras. He gave an in-

variantive characterization of such algebras, and used his results to prove

many algebraic properties of cyclic algebras.

Let us now consider a normal simple algebra A of degree n over F.

Wedderburn (2) proved that A = M X D where M is a total matric algebra and

D is a normal division algebra whose degree to is called the index of A. If

we extend the coefficient field F of A to be any field K then the new algebra

A k with the same basis as A is well known to be a normal simple algebra.

If the index of A K is unity we say that K is a splitting field for A. If, in par-

* Presented to the Society, April 9,1932; received by the editors January 29,1932.

t The writing of this paper was undertaken by A. A. Albert at the suggestion of H. Hasse and

with his cooperation.

X For references see the table of literature at the close of this paper.
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ticular, K is a p-aàic extension Fp of P by a prime ideal or infinite prime spot

poîFwe designate A K by Ap and call the index mp of Ap the p-index of A.

A normal division algebra is said to split everywhere if mp = 1 for every p

of P. It is obvious* that if A splits everywhere and if K is an algebraic exten-

sion of F of finite degree, then also A K splits everywhere.

With the above definitions in mind we can now pass to further results of

Hasse (3). He proved that the /»-index of A is different from unity for only a

finite number of p's in P. Hasse also proved (his Theorem (3.11)) that a

cyclic algebra splits everywhere only when it has index unity. It is these two

results, the latter used only for prime degree, that lead to the proof of the

principal theorem.

At the time (April, 1931) when Hasse presented his paper (3) to these

Transactions he had also outlined a proof off the following existence theorem.

Let A be a normal simple algebra of degree n over P. Then there exists a

cyclic field C of the same degree n over F such that Ac splits everywhere.

Hasse then conjectured that it followed that Ac is a total matric algebra. As

an immediate consequence A is cyclic with a sub-field equivalent to C.

Hasse had thus reduced the proof of our principal theorem to the proof

of his conjecture. He attempted to prove this latter result by the same method

which had been successful for a cyclic algebra A, but did not succeed in this

attempt at first. Later (October, 1931) he could however use his results to

prove the principal theorem for the case where A has a splitting field with

regular abelian group and degree n. Albert used Hasse's communicated result

to prove the principal theorem for n = 2e. Albert also proved that F could be

extended to K over F such that a normal division algebra A, of degree n = p'

over F, p a prime, has the property that AK over K is a cyclic normal division

algebra over K. Albert communicated these results to Hasse. They were very

close to the principal theorem.

Shortly before this time (October, 1931, presented, September, 1931)

Albert (3) published certain algebraic theorems (amounting to the latter

result just mentioned) from which the proof of Hasse's conjecture follows

immediately. When these theorems as well as the above mentioned com-

munication from Albert were still unknown to Hasse and throughout

Germany, while Hasse's existence theorem (even yet unpublished in com-

plete form) was still unknown to Albert (November 11, 1931), R. Brauer,

* For every field K„ contains some Fp, a splitting field for A.

t By stating the existence of a C with proper ^-degrees. In fact Hasse (3) proved that the p-

degrees of C must be merely multiples of the /»-indices of A. The existence theorem is then a generali-

zation of Hasse (4), (5) and a complete proof will be published elsewhere.
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Hasse, and E. Noether succeeded in completing a proof of Hasse's conjecture

and hence of the principal theorem.* However they used a reduction not as

simple as the one by Albert already in print. The authors of the present article

feel that it is desirable to show how the proof of the main theorem is an im-

mediate consequence of Hasse's arithmetic and Albert's algebraic results

(first proof). We shall also give a new proof (of the algebraic part) using the

line of Albert's reasoning but shorter than the Albert auxiliary theorems be-

cause of the omission of results extraneous to the problem being treated here

isecond proof).

3. The first proof. Hasse reduced the proof of the principal theorem to the

proof of the

Auxiliary Theorem. A normal division algebra D of degree m over F splits

everywhere only if m = 1.

For if to 9e I it has a prime factor p > 1 and we may write to = p'q, ip, q) = 1.

By Albert (4), Theorem 21, Albert (3), Theorems 12, 13, 9, there exists an

algebraic field K over F such that DK = MXB where M is a total matric

algebra and B is a cyclic division algebra of degree p over K. But D splits

everywhere. Hence so does B, a contradiction of Hasse's result (3), Theorem

(3.11), which states that then B is a total matric algebra.

4. The second proof. We shall use as a fundamental lemma in our proof

of the above Auxiliary Theorem the Theorem 14 of Albert (4). We use the

notation A ~.D (read A is similar to D) to mean that A is the direct product

of the division algebra D and a total matric algebra. The announced funda-

mental lemma is then

Lemma 1. (Index reduction theorem.) If one passes from a reference field

F to an algebraic extension K of degree r over F the index m of a normal simple

algebra A over F is reduced by a divisor of r. That is, if A ~Z> where D is a

normal division algebra of degree iindex) m over F then AK~D' where D' is a

normal division algebra of degree iindex) m' = m/s over K with s a divisor of r.

Corollary. If K is a splitting field of a normal simple algebra A, the

degree of K is divisible by the index of A.

This is the case m = s of Lemma 1. We also have the well known (cf.

Dickson, pp. 137-138)

Lemma 2. Every normal division algebra D over F has splitting fields of

finite degree over F.

* In a paper published in the Hensel Memorial of the Journal für Mathematik.
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We may now prove our Auxiliary Theorem. We assume as before that

m?¿ 1, m = p'q, (p, q) = l where p is a prime.

(1) By Lemma 2 there exists a splitting field K for D of finite degree.

Let P be its galoisian field (the normal field of degree p"r over F, (r, p) = l,

which is the composite of K and all of its conjugate fields). By the first

Sylow theorem* there exists a sub-field F' of P of degree r over F such that

P expressed as a field over F' has degree p". By Lemma 1, since r is prime to p,

the index reduction factor divides q, that is, the index of DF, is m' = peq'.

Also Corollary 1 states that m' divides p" since P is a splitting field for DF>-

Hence m' = pe, that is DF. ~D', a normal division algebra of degree pe over F'.

(2) By the third Sylow theoremf there exists a series F' = FÓ,

F{, • • • , FJ = T of fields between F' and P such that each F'p+1 is cyclic of

degree p over F'9. The indices m'p of the extensions D'Fp, start with

m¿ =m' = pe, and form, by Lemma 1, a decreasing series of powers of p in

which each of the powers pe, ■ • ■ , p, 1 must occur once. Hence, for one p,

ml =p, m'p+x = 1. We have thus reduced our considerations to the case of a

normal division algebra B (~D'f„) of degree p over F'„ , with the cyclic

splitting field F'p+x of degree p over FI.

(3) Since D splits everywhere so do DF>, D', D'Fp,, B. But Hasse (3),

Theorem (3.11), states that then B is a total matric algebra, a contradiction

of our proof in which B was obtained as a normal division algebra.
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